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r suMMARY
I
On the basis of linearized supersonic-flow theory the stability
1 derivatives C%’ and Cmq (moment coefficients due to an@e of attack
and steady pitching veloc~ty, respectively) and CLq (lift coefficient
due to steady pitching velocity) were derived for a series of thin swept-
back tapered wings with stresawise tips @ supersonic leading and
trailing edges. The results are valid for a range of Mach number for
.- which the Mach lines from the-leading edge of the center section cut the
trailing edges. An additional limitation is that the foremost Mach ltie
,. from either tip may not intersect the remote half of the wing.
The results of the snalysis are presented as a series of design
charts. Some illustrative variations of the derivatives and of the chord-
wise center-of-pressurelocation with the various wing design parameters
are also included. ‘
To facilitate the transformation of the calculated results to arbi-
trary moment-reference locations, the required data for ma have been
selected or computed from the charts and equations in NACA ‘IN2114 and
sre also presented in the form of design charts.
.
INTRODUCTION ‘
The development of the linearized supersonic-flow theory has enabled
the evaluation of stability derivatitiesfor a variety of wing configura-
. tions at supersonic speeds. Fairly complete information is now available
for the theoretical stabilityderivatives of rectangular, triangular, and
--
arrowhead plan forms (references 1 to 6). For the sweptback tapered wing
with stresmwise tips, some of the available stability derivatives are the
I
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lift-curve slope c& (references 7 to 10) and the dsmping-in-roll
derivative C~p (references 9 to U). For this same wing, reference
treats the longitudinal-stabilityderivatives ~ ad cmq (moment
coefficients due to angle of attack and steady pitching velocity,
respectively) and CLq (lift coefficient due to steady pitching
.+
velocity) for a range of Mach-nmber for which”the leading edge is sub- 1
sonic and the trailing edge is supersonic. Reference 14 treats the I
derivative ~ for cases where all edges are subsonic.
q
m the present paper, the ramge of speeds considered in reference 13
is extended to the Mach number range for which the wing has ‘supersonic
leading and trailing edges. The wing plan forms considered herein are
the ssme as those considered in reference 13. These wings have an arbi-
trary taper ratio, uniformly swept leading and trailing edges (leading
edge swept back, trailing edge either swefitback or swept forward), and
wing tips that are not yawed with respect to the stream direction. The
limiting case of zero leading-edge sweepback is also included. The
analysis is lhited to the range of Mach number for which the Mach lines
from the leading edge of the center section cut the trailing edge. An
additional restriction is that the foremost Mach line from either tip
may not intersect the remote half-wing.
The results of the smalysis ere given in the form of generalized
equations for the stability derivatives cn& CLq, and Cm . Generalizedq ‘-,
design curves are also presented from which rapid estimations of the
derivatives C%, CLq> W Cmq can be made for given values of aspect
ratio, taper ratio, Mach number, and leading-edge sweep single. Some
i~ustrative variations of the derivatives with these paraeters are also
presented. Although the analysis is limited to the range of Mach number
for which the Mach lines from the center section cut the trailing edges,
the generalized curves for the derivatives are judiciously extended to
include the Mach number range for which the Mach lines from the center
section cut the tips. It is believed that for most combinations of plan-
form parameters and Mach numbers the approximate values taken from these
extended portions of the curves .srequite close to the true values which
would be found by the use of the linearized theory.
The applicability of the calculated results may be broadened con-
siderably by use of the reversibility theorem as indicated in refer-
ences 15 and 16.
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cotangent of Mach angle, (cl)
local chord in stream direction
u )2-pressure-difference coefficient AP $3V
.
section lift coefficient ( 1)
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( )crA(l + k)span 2
Ai(l + X)
( )2cr(#+A+l) ‘3(1 + x)
cot A Ar(l+L) -h’(l -k) ,
,.
(Jv T.E.circulation d.ong span ~ )ACpdx=;czcL.E.
free-stream Mach number
slope of leading edge (cot A)
mr.~ =BcotA
AI? local pressure difference between upper and lower surfaces
of airfoil; positive in sense of lift
q steady pitching velocity
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s wing area
S3> S4 sreas of integration
u incremental flight velocity along x stability aXis
I
x, Y, z forces par~el to x, y, and z stability axes,”respectively
X2 Y) z Cartesian coordinates (see fig. 2(a)l)
xl~ Y1 coordinates of a source point in xy-plane













distance from w3ng apex to center of pressure due to steady {
pitching
distance from wing apex to assumed center-of-gravityposition
(note that Z - d when expressed as a function of F is
defined as static msrgin) -
angle of attack
leading-edge &gle of sweepback
trailing-edge angle of sweep, positive for sweepback (see
fig. 1)
taper ratio (ratio of tip chord to root chord)
P Mach angle ~cot-lB)
P density of air
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R refers to reverse of a given wing, obtained by reversing
flow direction
TE refers to trailing edge
Superscripts: .
* refers to system of body axes with origin at (Z,o,o)
I refers to system of body axes with origin at (djO,O)
11 refers to system of stability axes with origin at (d,O,O)
SCOPE
The types of wings anslyzed in this paper are sketched in figure 1.
The results of the analysis can, however, be extended to wings with swept-
forward leading edges by the use of certain reversibility theorems. The
orientation of the wing with respect to a body system of coordinate axes
used in-the smslysis is indicated in figure 2(a). The surface velocity
potentials, the pressure distribution, and the stability derivatives sre
derived with respect to this system. Figure 2(b) shows the wing oriented
with respect to the system of stability axes with the origin at an arbi-
trary point rearward of the wing apex. Formulas for transfomning the
derivatives from body axes to stability axes we presented in table I.
The analysis is based on the linearized supersonic-flowtheory, and
the results, therefore, are subject to the usual limitations and restric-
tions. The derivatives are valid for the range of Mach number for which
the leading and trailing edges are supersonic. A further restriction is
that the Mach lines from either tip may not intersect the remote half-
wing. The analysis is limited to the range of Mach number for which the
Mach line from the wing apex cuts the trailing edge. The curves of the
design charts, however, are extended (indicated by dashed lines) to the
-—
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points where the leading edge is sonic. Thus, estimates of the values
of the derivatives in this rmge (where the Mach line from the apex cuts
the tip) can be obtained from the dashed portions of the curves. ‘The
estimates so obtained are believed to be quite close to the true
linearized-theory values for most combinations of plan-form parameter
and Mach number.
ANALYSIS AND BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
The evaluation of the derivatives C%, CLq, and C% involves
the integration over the wing of the disturbance pressures caused by an
angle of attack a and by a steady pitching velocity q. b the treat-
ment of motions involving small disturbances (such as those considered
in this ansllysis),the disturbance pressures ’maybe determined from the
well-lmown relationship:
The potential ftiction @
differential equation of steady
sre associated with the wing in




must satisfy the linearized partial-
flow and the boundary conditions that
its prescribed motion. The boundary
a constant angle of attack a “is
@z=-aV, (z=O)
Similarly the boundsry condition on a wing which has a constant rate of
pitch iS
@z‘ -w (z = o)
‘(Note that the preceding boundary conditio~ for pitching is independent’
of time. b stability calculations> a constant rate of pitch corresponds
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Development of Expressions for the Surface Velocity
Potential and Lifting Fressure Distributions
The expressions for the potentials and pressures for the wings at
a constant angle of attack were obtained from tables I and II of refer-
ence 10. This information is presented in tables II and III of the
present paper. .
The potentials and pressures for the wings performing a steady
pitching motion were determined by an application of Evvardls method
(see reference 17). The right hslf-wing is divided into four regio~s
as tidicated in figure 3. The expressions for the potentials and pres-
sures are given by different mathematical formulas for each region. The
potential or pressure at my point (xzY) fi w region c~~ however> be
obtained by taking the resl part of the corresponding formula for the
potential.or pressure for region IV; This procedure is applicable for
many steady motions, as can be seen from the following arguments. Only
the potential will be considered; ho~ver, since the pressure is directly
m?omortional to the x-derivative of the potential, the conclusions will
.L.
also apply to the pressure. From referehce 17, the.potential at w
point (xjy) in region IV can be expressed as
fj(x,y)= -:-JS4 $. dxl dyl (2)
d(x - X1)2 - B*(Y - y~)2
is indicated in figure 4. Similsrly, theThe area of integration S4
potential in region III is givenby
$$(x,y)= - ; JS3
The area of integration S3
L
dX1 dyl (3)
ix - ‘1)2 - ‘2(Y - Y1)2
is indicated in figure 5.
.
Figure 6 indicates the effect on the area of integration S4 when
the point (x,Y) is moved from region IV to region III. Note that the
wing area inside the effective forward Mach cone from the point (x,Y) is .
the same as the area S3. For-a point (x,y) in region III, the right
side of equation (2) can be written as -
_—— ———_—-_._.__. ___ . . . ____ . . . __________ .= ___ ___
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ti x- X1)2 - B2(y - yl)2
portion of . S4 ‘which is outside the forward
the point (x,y). The integral over the area S4 - S3
imaginary because the radicd- of the integrand is always
imaginary. Only the integral over the area s~ will contribute to the
real part of equation (4), and the integrsl over 53 is, by equation (3),
the potential in region III. Thus, the real part of the expression for
the potential of region IV will yield the expression for the potential
in region III as the point (x,y) is moved from region IV to region III.
Analogous reasoning can be presented for regions I and II. The integra-
tions were performed for the various regions and the resulting potentials
are presented in table IV. Application of equation (1) yielded the
corresponding formulas for the pressures; these are presented in table V.
Some illustrative chordwise and ‘spanwise‘pressure‘distributionsare
presented in figure 7 for the angle-of-attack case and in figure 8 for
the steady-pitching case. Integration of the chordwise,pressure distri-
bution yields The spanwise loading (also obtainable by use of the pre-
viously derived potentials evaluated at the trailing edge - see, for
example, reference 10, .equation (4)). The circulation along the span I’j
which is directly related to the spanwise loading, is presented, for




Derivation of Formulas for C
~> CLq, and Cm
q
The derivati=s C~, CLq, and Cm sre obtained by integrating
q
lifting pressure or the first moment of the lifting pressure over
wing mea. These derivatives can be expressed as follows:
.—. . . . . . . . . -- . ...— -–--—-—
.—— — ——.—-
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As indicated previously, the real pert of the expression for the
pressure-difference coefficient in region’IV is also the expression for





(7) c-, therefore, be written as










that only the real part is to be










for the derivative CL” may be simplified by the following
!l
Since the potential.fun~tion @ is continuous in the
stream direction and is zero slong the leading edge of the wingj










where the potential’is evaluated along the wing
RXSULTS AND DISCUSSION
Formulas and Computations for the Derivatives
The formulas for the derivatives C%, CLq
trailing edge.
GI& C’Lq,and Cmq
, ~d Cmq obtained by
evaluating the integral expressions of equation= (8), (10);and (12) are
presented in the appendix. The formulas for these derivatives are also
given for the case where the leading edge is sonic.
The results of computations for cm sre presented in figures 11
to 1~, for CL in figures 16 to 20, and for Cm in figures 21 to 25.
q ~
The data are shown for a range of taper ratios,from O to 1.0 and for a
range of the aspect-ratio parameter (A* =AB) from 3 t,o20. (Curves for
A1 = 2 are included for the X = 1.0 cases.) The range of leading-
edge-sweepback angles is included in values of cot-%’ from 0° to 45°.
The dashed portions of the curves do not represent actual calculations,
since these regions correspond to the condition where the Mach line from
the wing apex intersects the tip. However, calculations were made
for the sonic-leating-edgecondition and the dashed extensions of the
curves to these calculated end points &e believed to yield results quite ,
close to the true linearized-theory values for most cases.
I






The derivatives CL ad Cm given by these generalized curves
(figs. 16 to 25) are forqthe wing ~itching about the center of pressure
due to angle of attack. The generalized curves for the derivative C
%
(figs. 11 to 15) are for the wing pitching about the wing apex. In all
cases, the moments are measured about the axis of pitch. The derivatives
for wings pitching about an arbitrary origin (with moments measured stout
the origin) may be obtained by use of the transformation form~as pre.
sented in table I. The first three columns of table I present the deriva-
tives in a system of body axes with rotation and moments measured about
the points (0,0,0), (X,O,O), and (d,O,O). The fourth column tra.nsfers






about the”~oint (d,O,O). Since the lift-curve slope
c%
must
in order to apply the transfomatioti formulas, design-chart data
derivative are presented in figures 26 to 30. These figures were
from the figures and formulas presented in reference 10.
convenience in locating the desired desi~-chart data for the
derivatives, an index to figure= 11 to 30 is pres&ted in tables VI to
Ix. Inasmuch as the parameter cot-~mt is used rather than the usual
m’, it is felt worthwhile to present in figure 31 some data showing the
correspondence between the parameters.
Some illustrative variations of the derivatives C CL , and
%’ Q
cm (in the systemof stability axes) with each of the parameters -
q
Ma~h number, aspect ratio, leading-edge sweepback, and taper ratio - are
presented i.nfigures 32 to 34.
Chordwise Center-of-PressureLocation
The center-of-pressurelocation for a wing at a constant angle of
attack and for a wing with a constantrate of Ditch can be determined
from a knowledge of ~he derivatives Cm , CL ~ Cm , and CL The
a q !l a*
expressions for the chordwise location of the-cente~ of pressure are as
follows: For a constant angle of attack,
where % is measuxed from the wing apex. For
(13)
a constant rate of pitch






of pitch located at distance d downstream of the wing
(14)
measured from the wing apex. The derivatives used in equa-
tions (13) and (14) are referred to the system of body axes with its
origin at the wing apex~ Some illustrative variations of the center-of-
pressure location with each of the parameters - Mach number, aspect ratio,
leading-edge sweep, and taper ratio - are presented in figures 35 and 36.
Extensions of the Results by the Use of
The results for the derivatives csm be
reversibility theorems. (See references 15
Reversibility Theorems
extended by the use of certain
and 16.) The derivatives c%>
CLqj and C% for the reverse wing are given by (reference 15, table I)
(%)‘c R= 1#=q
(q)CL R = 2C%
()cm = cmqR q
where the subscript R refers to the
., .
reversed wing. In these ~versi-
bility equations, the axis about which the moments are taken and about
which the wing is pitching must be the same for the wing and its reverse.
The axis is fixed in the wing configuration (that is, invariant with the
direction of flow). For example, if the axis of pitch and the moment
axis are taken at the leading edge of the root sectfon of a wing in a
forward flow, then the axis of pitch and the moment @s wiIl be at the
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
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On the basis of the linearized theory for steady supersonic flow,
formulas for the stability derivatives c%) CLq, and Cm were derived
~
for a series of thin sweptback tapered wings with streamwise tips and .
with supersonic leading and trailing edges. The numerical re$uMs are
presented in a series of design charts which permit estimation of the
derivatives for various velues of aspect ratio, taper ratio, leading-
edge sweepback, and Mach number. Some iX1.ustrativevariations of the
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APPENDIX






The following formulas for C
%’ %q)
and Cm refer to wings
, !l
which have an arbitrary taper ratio, leadhg and trailing edges that
are each uniformly swept at a constant angle (including zero sweep
angle), and wing tips that are not ~wed with respect to the free-
stream direction. Note that the trailing edge may be either swept-
forward or sweptback, although the leadhg edge is restricted to sweep-
back. An additional limitation is that the foremost Mach line from
either tip may not intersect the remote half of the wing,
The proper use of the formulas requires that the positive root of





Sweptback leading edge, mt = 1 (sonic leading edge).-
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For taper ratio of 1,
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Unswept leading edge (m’ = ~).-
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For arbitrary taper ratio,
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Sweptback leading edge, m’ > 1 and A’ >
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Unswept leading edge, m’ = ~-
For arbitrary taper ratio,
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Sweptback leading edge, ml=l (sonic leadlng edge .- ,
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For taper ratio of 1,
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Sweptback leaihg edge, m r > 1 and At >
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arbitrary taper ratioj ,
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Figure -l.-Types of wings analyzed. 1
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(b) Stability axes (principal bQdy axes dashed for comparison).
Figure 2.- Systems of axes and associated data.
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Figure 7.- Chordwlse and spanvlse pressure distributions for angle of
attack. A =3; A = 18.PO; k= 0.75; M= ~.
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Figure 8.- Chordwise and spanwise pressure Mstributiom for steady
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A=3;Figure 9.- Circulation along the span for angle of ‘attack.

















Figure 10.- Circulation along the span for steady pitching velocity. ,,
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(a) A= O; A’=3t08; m’=mtol.
Figure l_l.- Variatfon of BL& with cot-lm~ for v83?IOUB T9~Ue6 of A’ .
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(c) ).= 1; A’ = 4 to 20; m’ = mto 4.7.
Figure il. - Concluded.
1’ ‘
I







(a) k= 0.25; A’ =3 to 6; m’ =01 to 1.
Figure 12. - Variation of B& with cot-lm’ for various
System of body axes with orlgln at (0,0,0). (See text,
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(b) k= 0.25; A”=6t020; m’=~tol. I
Ln
Ld










0.25;At = 3 to 20; m’ =w to 4.7.









(a) k= 0.50; A’=3t08; m’=mtol.
Figure 13. - va.i~ti.~.f B% with cot-lint forv-a.iouava~~sof A~.
system of body axes with origin at (0,0,0). (See text, p. 11, for
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(b) k= 0.70; A’=8t020; m’=mto 1.
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(c) k = 0.50; At = 3 to 20; m’ = ~ to 4.7.
Figure 13. - Concluded.
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(a) 1.=0. T~; A’=3t08; m’=mtol.
Figure 14.- Variation of B& ~tith ~ot-lm! for vsrious values of A‘.
system of body axes with origin at (0,0,0). (See text, p. 11, for
significance of dashed portions of curves.)
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(b) k = 0.75; A’ = 8 to 20; m’ = co to 1.
Figure 14. - Continued.,
.
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(c) X= O.715;A’ = 3to 20; m’ =ca to 4.7.
Figure 14.- Concludeda
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(a) A=l. O; A’=2t06; m’=~tol.
Figure 15.- Variation of BC% with cot-lm’ for various values of Ar.
System of body axes with origin at (0,0,0). (See te~, p. 11, $or
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(c) k= 1.0; A’ = 2to 20; m’ =OJ to 9.4..
















B%* with cot-lml for varioua valueB of A’.
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‘, (a) X=0.2~; A’=3t08; rn’=wtol.
Figure 17. - Variation of BC
%’
with cot-lm’ for various values of At.
System of body axes with origin at (~,0,0). (See text, p, 111 for
significance of dashed portions of curves.)
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(b) 1.= 0.25; A’ =8t020; m’=~tol.
Figure 17.- Continued.
.







(c) k = 0.25; A’ = 3 to 2Q; m’ = co to 2.o5.





I (a) k CI’0050; A’ = 3
)
I Figure 18. - v~idion of ML * “with
1. q
Sy6tem of body axes with origin at




cot-l-ret for variouo valuee of At .










(b) X = 0.50; A’ = 5t08; m’=mtol.
Figure 18. - Continued.
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(c) X = 0.>0; A’ =8t020; m’=mtol.
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(a) L = O.~; -A’ = 3 to 20; m’
Figure 19.- Variatlon of BCq* with cot-~’
System of body axes with origin at (%,0,0).
significance of dashed portions of curves. )
=Wtol.
for various values of A’ .
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(b) L = 0.75;At = 6 to 20; m’ = 2.13to 1.
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-/.4 ~48 ,2,620 ~42&32~ 364*44 da
(a) k=l. O; A’=2t020; m’=wtol.
Figure 20.- Variation of ~Lq* ‘with cot-lm’ for various values of A’.
System of body axes with origin at (%,0,0). (See text, p. 11, for
significance of dashed portions of curves.)
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J. = LO; At = 6 to 20; ml = 2.05 to 1.





















~ % with c’ot-lm1
%
for various values of A’.
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(b) A= O; A’ =8 to 20; m’ = 4.33 to 1.

















cot ‘/m; dqo v
(a) k = 0.5; A’ =3t020; m!=wto 1.
Figure 22. - Variation of B& * with cot-q’ for varioua valwa Of A’ .
~
System of body axes with origin at (%)O,O). (See text, p. 11, for








(b) X= O.25; A’ =5 to 20; m’ = ‘7.12to 1.
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(a) k = 0.50; A’ = 3
Figure 23. - Variation of B
%
* with
System of body axes with origin at






for varioua values of A’.
(See text, p. 11, for
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(b) L = 0.50; A’ = 6 to ~; m’ = 5.45 to 1.





















(a) L= O.~; A’=3t020; m
Figure 24. - Variation of B%* with cot-~1
System of body axeE with origin at (~,0,0).
significance of dashed portions of curves. )
=mtol.
for various values of
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(c) X= 0.75;A’ =8to 20; m’ = 1.8to 1.
Figure24.- Concluded.
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1(a) k -






System of body axes with ori~n at (~,0,0).
significance of dashed portions of curves, )
=-tol.
for various values of At.



















(a) k= O; A’=3t020; m’=mtol.
Figure 26. - Variation of lW~ with cot-lm’ for va.rlou6 values of A’.
System of body axes.
I
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(b)- X= O;At = 4 to 20; m’ = COto 4.70
Figure 26. - concluded.
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(a) X= 0.25; A’=sto20; m’=~tol. ..
Figure 27. - Variation of BC~ with cot-b’ for various values of A’.


















(b) 1.= 0.2~; At = 3
.
Figure 27. -
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Figure 2a.- Variation of BC& with cot-lm’ for various values of A’.
.
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Figure ~.- Variation of BC~
System of
C@ “m; o’eg -=s=
with cot-lm’ for vsrious values of At.
body sxes; L= 0.75.
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Figure 30. - Variation of BC& with cot-lm’ for various values’of A’.
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(a) Variation with Mach number.
Figure 32.- Some illustrative variations of the stability derivative %“
.
with Mach number, aspect ratio, sweepback, and taper ratio. System of
i stability axes; static margin, 0.05E.
.
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Variation with aspect ratio.(b)
.
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,, (a) Variation “with Mach number. , “
Figure 33. - Some illustrative variations of the stability derivative CLa”
with Mach number, aspect ‘ratio, sweepback, and taper ratio. System o;
stability axes; static margin, O.@F.
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Variation with aspect ratio. .
Figure 33.- Continued.
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(c) Variation with sweepback.
.
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. . (a) Variation with Mach number.
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number, aspect ratio, sweepback, and taper ratio. System of .
axes; static margin, O.0~.
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(b) Variation with aspect ratio.
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(d) Vsriation with taper ratio.
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Fi~e 35.. Some illustrative variations of
angle of attack with Mach number, aspect
ratio. System of body axes.
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the center of pressure due to
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(b) Variation with aspect ratio.
Figure 35.- Continued.
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(d) Variation with taper.ratio.
(
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(a) Variation with Mach number,
1- Figure 36. - SOme illustrative varlatio~ of the center of presswe due to
steady pitching velocity with Mach number, aspect ratio, sweepback,
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(b) Variation with aspect ratio.
Figure 36.- Continued.
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